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An Introduction to 
Beyond Financial Control

 What is value? - A look at the changing requirements on Finance functions, especially those  
 supporting small to medium sized enterprises.

 Getting the balance right - How to balance the day to day accounting and compliance with  
 insightful decision support?

 Closing the skills gap - Steps for Lifting a Finance function Skill Set Towards Adding Value

 One or more sessions focusing on four foundation skills for delivering value called - 

1) The Data - validation and control, 

2) The Client - stakeholder management, 

3) The Product - financial and non-financial analytics, and 

4) The Value - financial planning and the strategic plan.

 A further two sessions are available called No Surprises Please - risk management and  
 Challenging the Status Quo - process improvement.

For decades Senior Financial Officers have been challenged to become more 
strategic and to add more value to the business they support.

But this is in turn a challenge when the Finance team that supports them does 
not have a value-adding skill set.

Too often there is a focus on what the CFO needs to do to transform and become 
a valued contributor and trusted financial advisor to the business they support. 
There is far less guidance on how to transform their team.

The Beyond Financial Control Series focuses on the Finance teams that support 
the CFO and business and provides tried and tested steps for increasing their 
skill set towards adding value.

As a full time CFO I understand the challenges of developing a supportive 
Finance function. I became so concerned with the lack of relevant external 
training available while leading small to medium sized Finance functions I filled 
the need developing it himself. The outcome is a series of interconnected 
training sessions that provide the essential foundations for being able to add 
value. I am now sharing the successes I have had taking the teams I have lead 
beyond financial control.

Sessions, articles and training content covers:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Case Study # 1 
CPA (Australia) 

Session Title: 
Beyond Financial Control

Engagement: 
Training held for CPA (Australia) in Auckland and 
Wellington

Time: 4 Hours

Overview:
Taken in two sessions. The first session explores 
the changing requirements of today’s CFO and how 
much it impacts the expectations on the whole 
Finance team.

The second session focuses on one of the foundation 
skills for delivering value - The Product - financial and 
non-financial analytics and guiding principles to their 
preparation.

Feedback:

Case Studies 

Case Study # 2  
New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants

Session Title: 
Getting ‘Balance” in your Finance Team

Engagement: 
Training held for NZICA in Auckland 

Time: 2 Hours

Overview:
This session provides guidance on how to add 
value, including ideas on how to close skills gaps 
and become and effective business partner while 
recognising the reality of the day-to-day accounting 
and compliance requirements.

Feedback:

Other engagements have included:
1. 3 hour Master class for CPA Australia at their 2013 Congress in Auckland - Transforming 

finance: Steps for lifting a finance team skill set towards ‘adding value.’

1 hour speaking slot at the 2012 New Zealand CFO Symposium in Auckland - Beyond 
Financial Control.

1 hour speaking slot at the 2014 NZICA Management Accounting Conference in Wellington 
- Transforming finance: Steps for lifting a finance team skill set towards ‘adding value.’

1 hour keynote speaker slot at the 2014 Not for Profit Finance Conference in Auckland - 
Getting “Balance” in your Finance Team.

Three 2 hour training sessions for CPA Australia in Auckland. These sessions are ‘Train the 
Trainer’ focused and called Bean Soup for Breakfast as they are run early morning.

2.

3.

4.

5.

“Good presenter. 
I’ve never known 
4 hours to pass 
so quickly.”

“It was a great 
presentation that 
totally met my 
expectations. 
It gave me a lot 
to think about 
and relate to 
my team.”

“It was good to know that 
I am not the only one 
facing the challenges 
that were covered in the 
course. These are real 
issues for a lot of FC’s and 
CFO’s in the NZ corporate 
environment.”

“The interaction with 
the participants was 
great. It was very 
interesting with a well 
involved audience.”



I am the Chief Financial Officer for Radius Residential 
Care Limited, Auckland, New Zealand. 
 
I have worked in Finance for nearly 25 years in a variety 
of industries, including health, FMCG, logistics, telecoms 
and financial services. 

As well as New Zealand, locations have included Australia, 
Malawi, UK, Egypt, Singapore and Bahrain. 

Notable companies include PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 
Fonterra, Deutsche Bank and American Express.

Through experience working in a Finance function that 
provided great value to the business it supports (American 
Express) and then involvement in a Finance transformation 
initiative (Deutsche Bank), I have developed a passion 

for improving the value and 
perception of Finance in the 
functions I lead.

I am a Chartered Accountant 
and registered trainee mentor 
with the New Zealand Institute 
of Chartered Accountants, a 
Fellow of CPA Australia and 
hold an MBA with distinction 
from Massey University.

I contribute articles to various 
online business sites and magazines. You can read some 
of my work at www.stuartbilbrough.com.

I enjoy setting aside some time each year away from my current role as CFO to share my passion for Finance 
and how teams all around the world can add more value.

The investment for speaking or training engagements is generally based on reimbursement of time and any 
costs incurred.  For each engagement I will provide a quote that meets your needs.
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Stuart can be contacted at:
E-mail: addvalue@thebeansoupbook.com Phone: +64 (0) 21 252 5778  Fax: +64 (0) 9 377 6122

Bean Soup - Beyond 
Bean Counting is an 
innovative and engaging 
story capturing real-life 
challenges in getting 
Finance teams within 
businesses to add value 
and move beyond pure 
financial control.

Bean Soup is more than 
a business book, it is a 
complete training toolkit 
that provides Finance 

teams with a resource that helps them identify value 
adding skills gaps and then help close them through 
interconnected training sessions. 

It captures the key points of the Beyond Financial 
Control Series.

Find out more about the book at 
www.thebeansoupbook.com.

An Introduction to Bean Soup Beyond Bean Counting - 
Steps for Lifting a Finance Function Skill Set Towards ‘Adding Value.’

“I really like the book. I’m planning 
to share it with my current and future 
Finance teams.”   

Rod Marvin, Finance Director, Rayonier 
Asia Pacific Forest Resources

“I have just spent a couple 
of hours reading Bean Soup 
and think its brilliant.  
It’s really readable and 
practical too” 

Jo Clayton, Director, 
Acumen International “I thought it was a great read! 

I found it was not only easy 
to read but enjoyable and the 
parable style allowed me to 
apply the concepts discussed 
in practical terms.” 

Brad Gatehouse, Principal, 
Numero (NZ) Limited


